PLEASE NOTE: CTA AND PACE MAY CHANGE ROUTES WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. PLEASE FOLLOW ANY DETOUR ROUTES YOU MAY ENCOUNTER AND VISIT THE CTA AND PACE OFFICIAL WEBSITES FOR UPDATES. YOU MAY ALSO CONTACT THE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF KSI FOR QUESTIONS, BUT, OUR OFFICE WILL NOT HAVE REAL TIME BUS SCHEDULE DETAILS.

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY - (RED LINE)
HTTP://WWW.TRANSITCHICAGO.COM/ASSETS/1/RAIL_ROUTE_SCHEDULES/RED.PDF

PACE SUBURB TRANSIT AUTHORITY – (250)
HTTP://WWW.PACEBUS.COM/SUB/SCHEDULES/ROUTE_DETAIL.ASP?ROUTE NO=250
Step 1
Arrive at E. RANDOLPH ST. / N. STATE ST. – FIND LAKE SUBWAY CTA STATION
Step 2
Board Red Line Train Toward HOWARD
Step 3
Transfer from HOWARD RED LINE to board PURPLE LINE TOWARDS LINDEN

DO NOT LEAVE THE TRAIN STATION, SIMPLY DEPART THE HOWARD RED LINE TRAIN AND WAIT FOR THE PURPLE LINE TRAIN TOWARDS LINDEN
Step 4
Depart at *DAVIS* Purple Line Station
Step 5
Locate PACE BUS #250

*Bus should be due west toward Dempster St. & Forrestview Rd.

*It is always best to confirm with your bus driver if Dempster/Forrestview is definitely going to be on their route

*To see real time departure and arrival times of this bus, visit: tmweb.pacebus.com
Step 6
Depart PACE #250 bus on DEMPSTER ST./FORRESTVIEW RD.

YOU WILL SEE A CVS PHARMACY TO YOUR RIGHT AT YOUR ARRIVAL.
Step 7
Cross to Trumbull Avenue

_After arriving at Dempster/Forrestview, cross the street to Trumbull Ave._
Step 8

Walk - Dempster/Trumbull to Dempster/Main

**WALK FROM DEMPSTER/TRUMBULL TO TRUMBULL AND MAIN ST., AT THE CORNER OF TRUMBULL AND MAIN STREET, YOU WILL SEE KSI!**
Arrived - Knowledge Systems Institute Graduate School
3420 Main Street, Skokie IL 60076